Computer Information Technology:
Computer Networking
“During the course of my studies at SUNY Orange, I obtained
an education that far exceeded my expectations. The
professors were always available before or after classes for
any questions I had, and a major contributor to my career
was the internship that was provided by the College.”
Daniel A. Cosh

Why Computer Networking?
All organizations today rely on computer and information technology
to conduct business and operate more efficiently. Often, however, these
institutions do not have the internal resources to effectively implement
new technologies or satisfy their changing needs. When faced with these
limitations, organizations turn to the computer systems design and related
services industry to meet their specialized needs on a contract or customer
basis. Firms may enlist the services of companies in the
computer systems design and related services industry
Top
Reasons You Should Study
for help with a particular project or problem, such as
setting up a secure web site or establishing a marketplace
Computer Networking
online.
(source: Bureau of Labor Statistics)

Why Computer Networking
at SUNY Orange?
The College’s computer information technology (CIT)
networking degree program prepares graduates to
succeed in a variety of entry-level careers in computer
networking and information technology occupations.
An internship component is blended with coursework
that concentrates on the latest emerging technological
equipment and software. An experienced faculty brings
the real world into the classroom to provide SUNY
Orange students with a well-rounded education. A
SUNY Orange networking degree is designed to prepare
students to enter the workforce upon graduation.
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a The

Computer Networking program at SUNY
Orange prepares students for the continued high
demand for highly trained individuals with training
in networking.

a The

internship program provides real world
experience as well as enhancing your resume.

a A SUNY Orange degree sets a good foundation
for working towards a higher degree or other
certifications.

a With the recent implementation of a new Cloud
Computing lab, a degree from SUNY Orange ensures a successful future

a Student clubs offer additional experience in team
building and learning
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